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Goa inspite of being the smallest state of India is blessed with the most beautiful beaches of the
world. Goa was a colony to Portuguese for over 450 years which has influenced architecturally and
culturally. Portuguese has given its presence in mode of churches and left a special effect of
language, which has made Goa a very important tourist destination within India. . Goa is said to be
an evergreen destination of India and is very famous for its beaches and has an extended coastline
which a reason of attraction for many people the best time to visit Goa is between the months of
October and March. The lovely beaches of Goa are the finest places to observe sunrise and sunset
and are perfect for an indolent outing or a delightful holiday. Beauty can be quite inebriating
especially you are in India and when in Goa amongst the golden sands, the blue waters, the sylvan
forests and the lakes.   It is divided into two divisions North and South Goa which provides best and
easy way to tourists to remember Goa and makes easy for the travllers to locate their hotels.

If you are searching for Goa hotels than you will be glad to know that there is no dearth of hotels in
Goa. One can opt for best possible rates on  luxury hotels, heritage hotels, 5 star hotels, 4 star
hotels, 3 star hotels, 2 star and budget hotels as per your choice. You can rent a room in village
home, or stay on the beach surrounded by bamboo and palm thatch, or go for comfort of a clean
mid range Goa hotel or enjoy a luxurious stay.

Generally the prices of Goa hotels are based on High, middle and low seasons. The high season
covers the period from mid December to late January, the middle seasons are from October to mid
December and February to June and the low seasons runs from July to September.

One should book your hotels in advance before coming for your holidays because of which you will
enjoy many benefits. If you book hotels in advance that you can avail various discounts, good
packages, no waste of time and money for searching places to stay on your valuable holiday.

So this time if you are planning for a holiday to Goa than online booking will enable you to book from
the comforts of your houses and offices.
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